
SB 358 Rulemaking Fact Sheet & Resources

Montana is rolling-back pollution standards that safeguard our water resources and waterways
for polluting special interests, putting our waterways, cold-water fisheries, drinking water, human
health, outdoor recreation economy, and agricultural heritage at risk.

Background: In April, 2021 Governor Gianforte signed the most egregious dirty water bill from
last year’s Legislative Session, Senate Bill 358, into law. SB 358 revises Montana’s water
quality standards for river health in two substantive ways.

First, it wholesale eliminates the EPA-approved numeric nutrient criteria that protect waterways
from degradation and requires the implementation of an ambiguous, unproven adaptive
management program for nutrients. Second, it radically expands pollution exemptions for
special polluting interests discharging into our waterways.

As backwards as it sounds, with the signing of SB 358 Montana went from being a national
leader in adopting numeric nutrient standards that protected most waterways from harmful algal
blooms driven by nutrient pollution, to being the first state in the country to eliminate a proven
science-based approach for protecting water quality from nutrient pollution.

Rolling-back science-based water quality standards threatens Montana’s world-class
waterways, outdoor recreation economy, human health, and the public trust:

1. Waterways: Montana’s world-class waterways are the lifeblood of our state, supporting
blue-ribbon fisheries, trophy wildlife, and agriculture. Eliminating proactive,
science-based pollution controls represents a critical failure to protect local water quality
in our streams, rivers, and lakes and perpetuates algal blooms due to unhealthy levels of
nutrient pollution, all of which directly harms our aquatic communities, wildlife
populations, and western way of life.

2. Outdoor Recreation Economy: Montana’s $7.1 billion dollar outdoor recreation
economy and the 71,000 jobs and businesses it supports depend on clean water and
healthy rivers. Excessive, uncontrolled nutrient pollution entering our rivers and lakes
puts the second largest sector of Montana’s economy and the health of the waterways
that attract visitors from around the world at risk -- all to benefit polluting special
interests.

3. Human Health: All Montana communities and families rely upon clean drinking water.
By removing the standards that determine whether a waterbody is polluted by nitrogen
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and phosphorus - the most pervasive pollutants threatening Montana’s waterways - the
health of Montanans’ drinking water becomes uncertain. We can’t let the State of
Montana prioritize industrial and corporate polluters over the health of Montana citizens
and communities.

4. Race to the Bottom - Narrative standards don’t hold point source polluters
accountable. Point source polluters (wastewater treatment plants, refineries, mines,
sewage, and other direct discharges into rivers) need to be held accountable for the
pollution they contribute to local waterways. Narrative standards take away the
responsibility of major polluters to make progress towards a clear, numeric goal for
nutrient discharges. Most sectors in Montana already need to invest in necessary
upgrades in pollution control technology to protect local water quality, but without clear
numeric goal posts, that responsibility becomes clouded and is disincentivized.
Restoring waterway and river health once polluted is a more costly and time consuming
endeavor than proactively managing point-source pollution up-front.

Science Should Guide Water Quality Standards: By rolling back science-based water quality
standards for nutrient pollution, Montana DEQ will have to wait for a visible pollution event to
occur before addressing the problem and ratcheting down on nutrient pollution discharges. We
shouldn’t rely on reactive, non-science based processes when it comes to the health of our
waterways.

The “incremental” ‘adaptive management’ approach proposed in the new rule is not only an
unlawful concept that fails to afford local waterways mandatory pollution protection, but it is also
reactive in nature, encouraging a ‘wait and see’ approach to pollution impacts, including mass
fish die-offs, nuisance or even toxic algal blooms, or worse, before the root cause is addressed.

Whether it be the unscientific prioritization of phosphorus pollution control over nitrogen pollution
control, the lax ‘incrementalism’ which paves the way for slow - if any - mandatory progress,
much less enforceable timelines, for pollution control, or the interjection of a novel cost-benefit
analysis into pollution control decisions, the proposed narrative nutrient rule 1 seriously
weakens both legal and scientific standards for preventing nutrient pollution or restoring nutrient
degraded waterways.

This Process Has Been Disingenuous and Illegal: Since the signing of Senate Bill 358 on
April 30, 2021, Montana DEQ has been acting in bad faith and in violation of the Clean Water
Act by failing to apply still-binding numeric nutrient criteria in permitting decisions. Until and only
if the EPA approves of the State’s rollback of water quality standards, numeric nutrient
standards are still binding and remain effective. Therefore, the entire new regulatory framework
is both un-ripe and unrealistic. In addition to violating requirements of the federal Clean Water
Act, the plain language of the proposed rule is contrary to the Montana Water Quality Act and
Montanans’ fundamental constitutional right to a clean and healthful environment.

Montana is Taking a Giant Step Backwards: Montana was a national leader adopting
science-based water quality standards for nutrients in 2015, and we’re now the first in the
country to remove strong, science-based nutrient standards that protect our rivers from algal
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blooms. In the face of climate change, warming water temperatures, variable snowpack, river
flows and persistent drought, the rollback of numeric standards has put Montana’s waterways in
an unenviable position.

Additional Background Resources:
- Montana’s change in water quality standards draws EPA scrutiny
- New nutrient pollution rule a ‘race to the bottom’
- 49 years after Clean Water Act, rivers and streams still face uphill challenges
- Gianforte Let Big Polluters Off the Hook
- Governor Gianforte Failed and Sold Montana Down the River
- UMW and Fly Fishing Lodges Ask Governor to Veto SB 358
- Montana DEQ Permit Holders
- EPA: Numeric water quality standards are law until feds rule otherwise
- State of Montana Moves Forward Implementing Senate Bill 358 in Violation of Federal

Law
- Upper Missouri Waterkeeper Petitions EPA to Disapprove Montana’s Changes to Water

Quality Standards
- Waterkeeper asks EPA to review Montana’s new water standards
- What’s Next for Water Quality?
- Group calls on EPA to urge a veto on bill dropping state nutrient requirements
- Conservation Advocates: Water-Quality Bill Could Sink MT Waterways
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